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External economic imbalance refers to a macroeconomic problem faced by many
countries and regions, which has become a hot issue in international economic
and financial fields. With the rapid development of global financial integration after
entering the21st century, great changes have taken place in the measurement
and adjustment of external imbalances. The traditional trade adjustment channel
can no longer effectively explain the adjustment of external imbalance. And thus
the valuation effect presents a more vital role. Therefore, both theoretically and
practically, it is of great significance to explore the mechanism and effect of
financial channel.
This paper constructs a framework to analyze the dynamic adjustment of net
foreign asset and attempts to study the mechanism of financial channel brought
about by exchange rate and asset price. It adapts the VAR model to separately
test the effect of the external financial imbalance of China and the United States.
Four conclusions can be gained: Firstly, since 2000, China has significant
negative valuation effect, mainly caused by the fluctuation of asset prices, but the
impact of exchange rate movements on the valuation effect in enlarging. The
United States has significant positive valuation effect, which is mainly caused by
the fluctuation of exchange rate. Secondly, the financial channel of external
adjustment is mainly reflected in the influence of the external net assets return,
and can be divided into asset prices and exchange rate channels, the influence of
the adjustment mechanism is mainly affected by the portfolio and currency
structure of external assets and external debt. Thirdly, the financial channels of
China and The United States can explain the dynamic changes of the external
imbalance of 20.94% and 59.15%, and there is a significant positive correlation
between trade channels and financial channels. This means that for China, not













foreign assets return. The United States, however, can enjoy the positive external
rate of return on net assets and a mitigation in trade deficit. Fourthly, although the
financial channels can be used as an effective complement to the trade channel
to improve the external imbalance, the external wealth of China is transferred to
the United States. Therefore, this paper proposed that we should pay more
attention to the role of the financial channels in the adjustment of the external
imbalance, optimize the currency and portfolio structure, advance the process of
internationalization of the RMB and promote the reform of international monetary
system.
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